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.Abstract

Ethnic/cultural identiÈy is defined as the
acknowledgement of onef s membershj.p in an ethnic or
culturar group together with the emotionar significance
attached to that acknowledgement. The emotional

reaction attached to the acknowledgement of ethno-

cultural background can be such that subjects display a

high magnitude of cultural acceptance and pride¡ or
conversely that subjects display high amounts of deniar-

and rejection of their curtural or ethnic background.

t'fany sLudies have suggested that ethnic/cultural
identity is an important variabre that affects
psychological functioning (e.g., phinney, Lochner &

Murphy, 1990,- I{hyche & Rotheram_Borus, 19gO) . The

present study hlpothesized that positive

ethnic/culturaI identity is associated with higher
self-esteem and academi-c functioning than negratÍve

¡
identity. These rerati-onships were arso e>qpected to be

stronger for participants that are new immigrants than
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for second or laÈer generation participants.

Undergraduate psycholog¡¡ students completed

quesÈionnaires assessing the independent variabres of

ethnic/cu1tural identity and generational level and the

dependent variables of self-esteem, perceived GpÀ, and

academic self-concept. MANOVAs analyzed the

relationships among these variables for Canadian,

White, European, and Àsian participants. Correlations

v¡ere arso computed between all variabres in the study.

Results of this study did not support the hlpotheses.

Significant findi-ngs were confined to the Þthite group,

which showed that higher self-estee¡n scores were

related to lower ethnic/cultural identity scores and

that this rerationship increased as generational level

increased. These findings are e>çlained as due to

participant rejection of (a) their own ethnic roots in

favor of fitting inÈo Canadian culture or (b) Èheir

rejection of acculturation into Canadian culture (with

either rejection decreasing in later generations).
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Limitations of Èhis study and future research

suggestions are al-so discussed.
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Ethnic/Cultural ldentity: Implications for

SeLf-Esteem and Àcademic Àchievement

Àcross Generations

All individuals have an ethno-curtural background.

When that background is recognized and evokes an

emotional reaction, they have developed an

ethnic/cultural identity (TajfeI, 1981). Many studies

have suggested Èhat an ethnic/curtural identity may be

an important variable that affects psychological

functioning such as self-esteem and academic

functioning. The present study wi1l specifically

examine the relationships between ethnic /cu]-tural

idenLity and both self-esteem and academic funct.ioning.

The influence of generational differences on these

relationships will arso be exan¡:ined. Àn answer to this
investigation will yield valuable information for

cross-cuItural and ethnic identity research because no

previous studies exi-st (to the researcher,s knowledge)

that have examined together the variables of
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ethnic/cuItural identity, generational status, self-

esteem, and academic functioning. The present study

shouLd also provide much needed information regardíng

the plausibility of using undergraduate university

subjects for cross-cultural and ethnic identiÈy

research.

Ethnic/Cultural Identity

self-identity has been generaÌIy conceptualized as

the sense of knowing who one is, or as the existence of
a set of self-images (Aboud, 1981,- .Adler , !977 ;

Dashefsky & Shapiro, L976; Hauser, L972, . Self-identity

is encompassed by a broad range of component

constructs, each of which play a different roLe of

significance within the psychoJ,ogicar repertoire of an

individual. The consideration of onefs ethnic or

cultural background, referred to as the ethnic/curturar

identity, is one such consÈruct (Dashefsky, L972;

Dashefsky & Shapiro, L9761.
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Gordonrs (1964 | L9761 definition of an eÈhnic

group is one of the more useful and widely used

definitions within the area of cultural research.

Àccording to Gordon (1976), a group of persons who

identify with each other based upon simirar physical,

rerigious, or historical origin features constitutes an

ethnic group. Specifically, he states:

I use the term 'ethnic group', then, to refer to

any g,roup which is defined or set off by

racerreligion, or national originr oE some

combination of these categories.... ÀIl of these

categories have a co¡nmon social psychological

referent in that all of them serve to create,

through historical circumstances, a sense of
peoplehood for groups and this cotnmon referent

of peoplehood is recognized in the public's

useage of these three terms, frequently in

interchangeable fashion. (p. 33)
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Às Gordon (1976) oçIains, the terms culture and ethnic

group have been used interchangeably in the riterature.

Both terms will similarry be used to refer to the same

variable of background in the present study.

A majority of researchers agree that an ethnic or

cultural identity includes the subjective aspect of a

personal attachment or identification with a (cultural)

reference group (adIer, L9'77; Dashefsky, L972;

Dashefsky & Shapiro, L976,- Driedger, 1978; Gordon,

1976; Mackie & Brinkerhoff, ]-gBA; Maldonado, 1975) . For

example, Dashefsky and Shapiro (1976) suggest that,

'rethnic group identification occurs when the group ín

question is one with whom the individual believes he

has a common ancestry based on shared individual

characteristics and,/or shared sociocultural-

e>çeriencesf' (p. 8). Other researchers have

acknowredged that ethnic-identification also involves

an objectj.ve componenÈ in that the individual is

recognized and l-abelled by others as being affiliated
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with an ethnic or cultural group (Àboud, 1981; BarÈh,

1969; Isajiw, 1985,' Svensson, 1985) . f sajiw (198S)

e>q>lains that "ethnicity refers to: an involuntary

group of people who share the same culture or to

descendants of such people who identify themsel_ves

and/or are identified by others as belonging to the

same involuntary group." Fina1ly, some authors (e.g.,

Dashefsky, L972; Dashefsky & Shapiro, L976,. Rose &

Rose, 1965) stipulate that ethnic identity involves an

emotional evaluation in addition to the subjective or

objective recognition of membership in a cultural

group. Phinney (L992) states that:

ethnic identity is an aspect of a personfs sociai

identity that has been defined by Tajfe1 (1981) as

that part, of an individuaL rs self-concept that

derives from his or her knowledge of membership in

a social group (or groups) together with the value

and emot,ional significance aÈtached Èo that

membership. (p. 155)
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It follows, therefore, that ethnic or cultural identity

can be defined as the acknowledgement of one's

membership in an ethnic or cuftural group as well as

the emotj-ona1 vaLue and significance aÈtached to the

acknowledgement (Phinneyt L992; Tajfel, 1981). It is

recognized for the present thesis that emotional

significance may be such ÈhaÈ subjects display a high

magnitude of cultural acceptance and prider o! Èhe

converse, where subjecÈs may indicate high amounts of

denial and rejecÈion of their cultural or ethnic

background.

There are a number of reasons why the study of

ethnic identity is important. First, all persons,

whether they are aware of it or not, come from some

sort of, or a mix of cultural or ethnic backgrounds.

Furthermore, oners racial background cannot be altered,

and must therefore be accepted in some fashion before

the best level of psychologS-cal health can be attained

(Newman, L9761 . This is true especially for members of

10
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visible minorities, as racial characteristics make it

wirÈually impossible for this aspect of their identity

to be l-eft unexamined (Proshanksy & Newton, 1968).

Thus, given the undeniability of cultural background

and ethnicity, researchers have suggested that the

acknowledgement and acceptance of these features is

conducive to better mental healÈh (Allport, L976;

Proshansky & Newton, 1968; phinney, Lochner & Murphy,

1990).

Development of Ethnic/Cultura1 ldentity

A wealth of research has been conducted with

children and adolescent subjects in order to explore

the developmental aspects of ethnic/cuftural ident,ity.

Proshansky and Newton (1968) point out that chirdren

have been found to show awareness of raciar differences

by the early ages of three to four. rt has further been

found that generally between the ages of five and nine

children are able to identify themselves and others

according to ethnicity or culÈure (Allport, L976;
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Proshansky C Newton, 1968; Rice, Ruiz & padilla, L976;

Ward & Braun, L972', . Finally, researchers generally

believe that adoLescence is the time when persons,

especiarly minority youth, are required to confront and

resol-ve difficulties regarding ethnic background.

Kurt Lewin (1948) was one of the first researchers

to recognize that one's cultural and.ethnic background

could play an important role in the psychological

deveropment of an individual. According to Lewin's

theory of identification, an individual's sense of
well-being depends upon the ability to fínd a secure

ground upon which onefs life can be based. strong and

clear identification wiÈh onefs heritage and culture is
in turn necessary if that sense of secure ground is to

be developed. Lewj-n (1948) stated that, ,fone of the

most important constituents of the ground on which the

individual stands is the social group to which he

'belongs I " (p. 145) .
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AnoÈher infLuential theorist who recognized and

considered the impact of ethnicity and cuLture on the

self-identification process was Erik Erikson. Erikson

(1968) believed that during adolescence, individuals

must establish a sense of self-va1ue and achieve an

idenLity. Erikson (1956) suggested that during identity

developmenÈ, one falls within one of four ego identity

statuses. (a) Persons falling in the status of identity

diffusion display no commitments regarding occupation

or ideologlf. (b) When individuals have reached a firm

ideological and occupational commitmenÈ, but have done

so without resol-ving a crisis or have done so due to

parental example, they falI within the status of

foreclosure. (c) rf individuals are activery engaged in

the identity search but have not yet made firm

commitments, they are given the status of moratorium.

(d) Finally, persons falling within the identity

achievement status are said to have resolved a crisis

period and are now comrnitted to a firm ideological and
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occupaÈional identity. Like Lewin, Erikson also

proposed that the e>çloration of ethnic background was

essential for the development of a healthy identity,

especially for minority youth. According to Erikson's

theory the process of accepting one's ethnicity and

developing a sense of self-value involves

identification with one's culturar history and ethníc

group members (Phinney, Lochner & Murphy, 19gO; young &

Bagley, L9821 .

More recently, Phinney and colleagues have

formulated a comprehensive model of ethnic identity

development (Phinney, 1989; Phinney & ÀIipuria, 1990,.

Phinney, Lochner & Murphy, 1990; phinney & Tarver,

1988). Àccording to this model, there are Èhree stages

leading toward the development of a secure ethnic

identity. (a) The first and least developed stage is

one of "ethnic identity diffusion/foreclosure. f' Here

ethnicity is not regarded as being an issue and is left

une>çIored, or as in the case of foreclosure, self-

1,4
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opinion regarding ethnicity is based upon the opinions

(often negative) of the majority culture. (b) 'rEthnic

identity search/moratoriumrf is proposed to be the next

stage in the development of an ethnic identity. During

this stage individuals become aware of their ethnicity

and are engaged in an active ethnic identity search

which is known as a moratorium as it is characterized

by an ongoing search without committment. Individuals

in this stage have been found to e>çress a desire to

learn more about their culture, and to understand the

implicaÈions of their own ethnic status (Cross, 1978;

Phinney, 1989). (c) When individuals have finally

resoLved quest,ions concerning thei-r ethnicity and have

made a commitment that enables them to accepÈ

themselves as being a member of a cultural group, they

are said to have reached the stage of I'ethnic identity

achievement.rt Phinney, Lochner & Murphy (1990) state

"in the area of eÈhnicity, identity achieve¡nent

15
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coruesponds to acceptance and internalization of onef s

ethnicityr' (p. 67') .

Quality of Ethnic/CuLtural fdentity

Ethnic/cultural- identificati.on, as defined for the

present thesis, involves an emotional reaction attached

to recognition of one's membership within a cultural
group. This emotional reaction may constitute high

amounts of pride and acceptance of ethno-cultural

background, thereby giving the acknowledgement a

posit5-ve guality (this characterizes a positive

ethnic,/cultural identity) . Or, the emotional_ reaction

may be of a negative guality where it involves a

significant amount of deniar and rejection of ethno-

cultural background (this characterizes a negative

ethnic/cultural- identity) .

HealÈhv Consequences of a positive Ethnic/Cultura1

Identity

In general, research has been suggestive of the

fact that a positive ethnic/cultural identity is
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related to good mental health (e.9., Ber1in, 1987;

Chafes & Coney, 1990,' l{hich & Rotheram-Borus, 1990) '

Many researchers believe Èhat by adolescence'

especially for minority youÈh, the acceptance of ethnic

background through the confrontation and resolution of

difficulties regarding ethnicity is a necessary

prerequisite for the development of a healthy adult

personality (Arce, 1981; Baldwin, L979; Gurin & Epps,

1975,' Maldonado, 1975,' Phinney, Lochner & Murphy,

1990). Similarly, Lewin believed that acceptance and

identification with oners culture and peoples enhanced

the ultimate development of a healthy global self-

identity (Akoodie, L984,' Driedgler, L976, L978; Lewin,

1948). Lewin e>çlains that':

to counteract fear and make the individual strong

to face whatever the future ho1ds, there is

nothing so important as a clear and fully accepted

belonging to a group a strong feeling of being

part and parcel of the grouP and having a positive
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attitude Èoward it is, for children and adults

alike, the sufficient condition for the avoidance

of attiÈudes based on eelf-hatred. (p. 1gg)

According to Eriksonfs theory of identity

development, persons who have reached the stage of
identity achievement also possess the highest level of

ego identity. Erikson (1956) believed that ideological

commitment to an ethnic identity which resuLts in a

high level of ego identity is:

a necessity for the growing ego which is involved

in the succession of generations, and in

adolescence is committed to some new synthesis of
past and future,. a synthesis which must include

but transcend the past, even as identity does. (p.

s7l

Thi.s ffslmthesis of past and future" can be interpreted

as the process by which concerns reg,arding one's

cultural background and heritage are confronted and

resolved. This, in turn, allows for Lhe formation of an
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ethnic identity which is healthy. Therefore, it can be

said that individuals who have heatthy ethnic self-

identities because they have acknowledged and accepted

their background, will have higher levels of ego

identity. Furthermore, Marcia has found empirical

support for Erikson's (1956, 1968) Èheory of identity

formation. These studies have revealed, for example,

that subjects who had reached the stage of identity

achievement where eÈhnic identity had been e>çIored and

accepted, or the stage of moratorium where ethnicity

was still being actively e>çlored performed concept

attainment tasks better under stress than subjects who

had not e>çlored or resolved their background (Marcia,

1966, L967'l . In addition, Marcia (1966, L967) has found

that identity achievement and moratorium subjects were

less open to self-esteem manipulation than subjects

falling within stages where ethnic identity had noÈ

been e>q>lored or had been rejected.
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E>çlorations of Phinney's recent model of ethnic

identity development also provide evidence for the view

that a positive ethnic/cu1tural identity is related to

indicators of good mental health. For example,

individuals with an achieved ethnic identity - those

who have resol-ved concerns regarding their ethnicity

and are now committed Èo and accepting of their ethnic

background, have been found to be more comfortable and

secure in their global identity (Cross, L978; Kim,

1981). OÈher studies examining subjects who fall within

the eÈhnic identity achievement stage have reveaLed

that these subjects have generally better psychological

adjustment than subjects in the two less developed

stages of ethnic identity development (Phinney, 1989).

Furthermore, these individuals have specifically been

found to have the highest levels of self-esteem (Kim,

1981; Phinney e Alipuria, 1990). Results of

investigations on the psychological adjustment of

individuals in the less developed stage of active
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search without commj-ttment known as the ethnic identity

search/moratorium stage have been mixed. Some studies

have found self-esteem is only slightly higher than in

the least developed stage of ethnic identity

diffusion,/foreclosure (Phinney, 1989) , while other

researchers have found a significantly higher level of

self-esÈeem for subjects engaged in ethnic identity

search (Parham & He1ms, 1985). Thus, these studies

reveal that an increase in the level of mental health

and psychological functioning seems to occur as the

acceptance of ethno-cultural background increases.

Fina1ly, the area of acculturation provides

another source of information which points to the

importance of a positive ethnic,/cultural identíty.

Berry and Kim (1988) e>çlain that fracculturation is a

term thaÈ has been defined as culture change that

results from continuous, firsthand contact between two

distinct cultural groups" (p. 2O7l . Àccording to Berry

and his colleagues one possible mode of acculÈurat,ion
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is called integration (e.g., Berry, 1990,. BerrT & Kim,

1988; Berry, Kim, Þlinde & Mok, L987,- Ber4r, Wintrob,

Sindell & Mawhinnêy, 1981). Individuals and groups who

feel that the maintenance of cultural ident,ity and

characteristics is important and who also feel that it.

is importanÈ to maintain a relationship with other

giroups, parti.cularly the dominant majority, are said to

be undergoing "integration." The acculturation

literature suggests that integration, which involves

the acceptance of ethno-culturaI background, is the

most healthy of the acculturation modes (e.g., Berrry,

Wintrob, Sindell & Mawhinnêy, 1981; phinney, Lochner &

Murphy, 1990). For example, numerous investigations

have found that individuals display the lowest levels

of stress if they fall in the integration mode of

accuLturation (Berry & Kim, 1988; Berrlr, Kim, Minde &

Mok, 1987,' Berrry, Wintrob, Sindell & I,fawhinnêy, 1981).

ïntegration has also been comelated with lower

feelings of isolation, high positive adjustment, high
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degrees of communiÈy involvement and better cognitive

control (Berry, Wintrob, Sindell & Mawhinnêy, 1981;

Phinney, Lochner & Murphy, 1990). So it is shown that

studies on acculturat,ion have revealed that the

maintenance of ethnic/cu1tural idenÈity which allows

for the development of a positive ethnic,/cultural

identity is conducive Èo good mental health.

Unhealthy Conseguences of a Negative Ethnic,/Cultural

IdentiÈy

Lewin felt that a rejection of one's cultural and

ethnic background, or ethnic "self-hatred, " would lead

to negative psychological consequences such as feelings

of inferiority, personal disorganization and a loss of

identity (Àkoodie, L984, . ÀIso, evidence found within

Èhe ethnic Ídentity literature shows that a negiaLive

ethnic,/cultural identiÈy may be related to poor mental

health (e.9., Àkoodie, L984,' Parker & I(Leiner, 1965;

Proshansky e Newton, 1968).
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Erikson (1956) proposed that identity diffusion

individuals, who are individuals lacking an acceptance

or co¡nmittment regarding their ethnic ident,ity, possess

the lowest amount of ego identity and therefore have

poor mental health. In empirical tests of Eriksonfs

theory, Marcia (1966, L967 ) found that foreclosure and

identity diffusion subjects performed poorly under

stress, set unrealistic goa1s, and had authoritarian

values. Later studies by other researchers have also

supported the fact Èhat there j.s a link between the low

Ievel of ego identity found in stages of ethnic

identity associated with low committment and non-

acceptance of ethno-cultural background and poor mental

health (Waterman, 1984). For example, Bunt (1968) found

that subjects low in ego identity fei-È more

misperceived by others than subjects with high ego

identities. Adams and Shea (1978) report that

individuals with low ego identities feel less in

control of events compared to subjects with higher ego
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identities. Subjects low in ego identity have also been

found to be more susceptibÌe to peer pressure and more

1ike1y to use illegal drugs (Adams, Rtrran, Hoffman,

Dobson, & Neilsen, 1985; Jones & Hartman, cited in

Phinney, Lochner, & Murphy, 1990).

Studies examining Phínney's (1989) model of ethnic

identiÈy development provide more evidence of a 1ink

between low or non-acceptance of ethno-cuItural

background and poor mental health. Subjects falling in

the ethnic identity diffusS-on/foreclosure stage, where

ethnicity is une>çlored or a negative ethnic/cultural

identity is developed, have been found to display

indicators of poor psychological adjustment such as low

scores on measures of social, peer and family relations

and mastery (Phinney, 1989). À number of studies have

also found that individuals wi-th a diffused or

foreclosed ethnic identity have lower levels of self-

esteem (Cross, L978,' Parham & Helms, 1985,. phinney,

1989,' Phinney e AÌipuria, 1990; Phinney, Lochner &
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Murphy, 1990) " Finally, researchers have found that
this stage of ethnicity and cultural background

e>çloration is tlpicarly associated with feelings of
shame and denial (Àtkinson, Morten, & Sue, 19g3; Cross,

1978,' Kim, 1981; parham & Helms, 19gS).

Àccurturation research also provides more evidence

for the suggestíon that a negat5-ve ethnic/cu]tural
identity may contribute to poor mental health. persons

who are undergoing the acculturation process may rest
within the mode of 'fmargi.nalizat,ion." This mode is
characÈerized by feelings thaÈ neiÈher the maintenance

of cultural identity and characteristics, nor a

rerationship with other groups in society is important.

The marginalization option, which invorves a rejection
of cultural identity has been found to create the least
healthy conditions for acculturating individuals (Berry

& Kim, 1988; PhÍnney, Lochner & Murphy, 1990). fn

contrast to integration, marginalization is associated

with the highest levels of accul-turative stress (Berry
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& Kim, 1988; Berry, Kim, Minde & Mok, L987; Phinney,

Lochner & Murphy, 1990). Phinney, Lochner and Murphy

(1990) also report that persons who are marginalized

have been found to display higher rates of alcoholism,

antisocial behavior, mental illness and suicide, and

possess lower levels of self-esteem and educational

achievement. Therefore, it, seems that the rejection of

ethnicity and culture which occurs when persons are

marginalized can have negative conseç[uences on

psychological functioning.

Thus, the theoretical and empirical literature

have established that during the course of the self-

identificat,ion process, oners problems regarding their

cultural and/or ethnic background must be examj-ned and

resolved (e. g. Àkoodie, 1984 ; Erikson, 1956 / 1968,' Kim,

1981; Lewin, t948; Marcia, L966,t96'7; Phinney &

Alipuria, 1990). Finally, and most significantly,

Èheoreticians of culture and ethnicity have agreed that

the acceptance of one's ethnic identity is a necessara''
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requirement for the good mental hearth of individuals,

and that rejection and denial of ethnic identity can

result in negative consequences for mental health.

The Influence of Generation on Ethnic/Cultural ldentity

There is a fair amount of evidence whích suggests

that the salience of eLhno-culturaI background

decreases wíth the successj-on of new generations. In

other words, ethnic persons who are born in the adopted

country generally are not as strongly identified wíth

Èheir ethno-curtural- background as are their immigrant

parents. For example, Pierce, C1ark and l(aufman (1979)

and Pierce, C1ark and Kiefer (L972) studied three

generations of Mexican and ,.rapanese Amerj,cans and found

that while new immigrants did assimirate somewhat to

the host country, they were also sti11 much more

attentive to their culture of origin and their ethno-

culutral background was of much more cognitive

importance to them than to the succeeding generations.

Other studies have found similar generational

28
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differences regarding the salience or impact of

ethnic,/cultural identity. Lalonde and Cameron (1993)

reported that Caribbean, Chinese, Greek and ltalian

immigrant parents had significantly higher scores on

ethnic ídentification than the generation of their

children. Àl-so, Boski (1991) has found that among

Po1ish immigrants, new immigrants scored highest on a

measure tapping the relevance of Polish s1'mbo1s, while

second generation subjects applied the lowest relevance

to Polish symbols. OId immigrant,s, those who had been

settled for a longer time than the new immigrants

scored at an intermediate level between the new

immigrants and the second generation. In addition the

relevance of the Canadian culture showed a significant

linear increase with new immigrants scoring lowest,

followed by o1d immigrants and the second generation

subjects responding with the highest score. Finally, in

Èheir study of Greek Àmericans, Constantinou and Harvey

(1985) report a slightly different pattern of
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generatíonal differences. They found that first

generation subjects score more positively on índicators

of ethnic identification than the second generation,

however, the third generation respondents yielded

scores that were higher than those of the second

generation thereby suggesting a pattern of revival of

the saLience of ethnic identiÈy after three

generations. Thus, Èhese studies ilLustrate the general

phenomenon of increasing assimilation and a concument

decrease in the salience of ethnic/culturat identity

with the succession of ethnic generations.

Although there seems to be a decrease in the

rel-evance of ethnic/cultura1 identity with each

generation, some aspects of identification with the

Iand of origin remain intact. Yao (1979) for example,

found that her sample of contemporaty Chinese Àmericans

reported that their ethno-cuIÈural traditions and

language were still important parts of their lives. fn

Boski's (1991) study of Po1ish Canadians, it was
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revealed that the decrease in significance of polish

symbols for the older immigrants and the second

generation was much small-er Èhan the reported increase

in significance of Canadian symbols. Other researchers

report that Chinese Àmericans and Chinese Aust,ralians

were found to have undergone assimilaÈion to Èheir host,

cultures, however some aspects of traditional Chinese

culture, particularly family life, were maintained

(Rosenthal & Feldman (1990). Fina1ly, Constantinou and

Hanrey (1985) concluded from their study of three

generations of Greek Americans that 'roveraLl, Lhe

pattern is one of decreasing involvement,-... although

there is a decl-ine in ethnic identificati.on,

assimílation is noÈ complete, even by the third

generation" (p. 2491 . Thus, it j-s concluded that for

persons in generations beyond that of the original

immigrants, the guality of eÈhnic/cultura1 identity may

still be an important factor for the guality of their

psychological funcÈioning and mental health. However,
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because the salience of the ethnic/cultura1 identity

may have decreased, the link between ethníc/cultural

idenÈity and psychological functioning may not be as

strong for later generations as it is for older

generati-ons.

Ethnic/Cultural ldentity and Self-Esteem

Given the theory and research as discussed above,

it can be suspected that the guality of the eLhnic

identity (i.e., positive or negative) will correlaÈe

with specific indicators of an individualrs

psychological functioning. One such comelate which has

been extensively researched is self-estee¡n. Coopersmith

(1967) defines self-esteem as being:

the evaluation that the individual makes and

customaríly maintains with regard to himself ,' it

expresses an attitude of approval or disapproval

and indicates the extent to which the individual

believes himself to be capable, significant,,

successful and worthy. In short, self-esteem is
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personal judgement of worthiness that is e>q>ressed

in the attitudes the individual ho1ds. (p. 4)

For the purposes of this paper, studies where an

evaluation of self-concept is mentioned will be

interpreted as having looked at self-esteem. This can

be supported using Coopersmith's (L967) definition of

self-estee¡n as he states that, "self-concept is the

s1'mbo1 or image which the person has formed out of his

personal e>çeriences while self-esteem is the personrs

evaluation of that imager' (p. 4l . It follows,

therefore, that a positive self-concept would indicate

high or good self-esteern, while a negative self-concept

would indicate low or poor self-estee¡n.

Phinney (L992) has found that there is a

significanÈ positive corelation between ethnic

identity and self-esteem using high school and college

samples in the United States. Other research which

suggests that there may be a link between ethnic and

cultural background acceptance and the guality of self-
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esteem has been conducted with a variety of populations

and for a number of different research examinations.

Research conducted with Native fndian subjects has

generally revealed that individuals who are comfortable

with their Native heritage feel better about themselves

and display higher levels of self-estee¡n. For example,

Trimble (1975) found that Native Indians who tended to

have high regard for themselves and their culture also

scored highly on a measure of self-esteem. Similar

results were later obtained again by Trimble (1987) who

found that Nat,ive Indian subjects who felt themselves

to be of worÈh and were satisfied with their ethnicity

also had positive self-esteem scores. Furthermore, low

self-esteem has been found to be directly related to

non-acceptance of ethniciÈy, or specifically, to role

and identity conflict concerning Indianness (Lefley,

1982). Finally, interview and field research studies

have been conducted to determine what impact outside or

dominant culture influences may have before, during,

34
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and after intervention on groups of peopre who li-ve

traditionally and as separate from the dominant

society. These researchers have found that the ross or

disintegration of traditional tribar traditions and.

culture has lead to decreased revers of self-esteem

(Bennet, 1985,' Lefley, 1974, L976, Lgg2lr .

studies examining the self-esteem of other visible
minority groups have been conducted primariry in the

united states. A number of earlier studies have been

conducted with B1ack children who were asked to

indicate preference for play with white or black dolls.
These studies have tlpically found that Black chíldren
who indicated more black color preferences also scored

higher on self-estee¡n scores (e.g. Hraba & Grant, t97e;

Ward & Braun, L972, . fn a subsequent investigation,

Rice, Ruiz and Padilla (Lg76,t asked Black and Chicano

schoor children to indicate who they would most like to

girow up to be like usíng photographs of an Àng10 male,

a Black male, and a Chicano male. It was found Èhat a
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significant number of the Black subjects indícated that

they would prefer to be like the Anglo photograph,

while the Chicano subjects indicated that they would

most like to be like the Chicano photograph when they

grew up" The researchers here state that their results

indicate that the Black students show a lack of self-

esteem and racial pride, while the Chicano students

display high self-esÈeem and st,rong ethnic group pride.

The presence of a supportive environment, where ethnic

group pride can be established and nurtured also see¡ns

to have an effect on the self-esÈeem of visible

minority group members. Several studies have found that

Black students in schools where the majority of

students are also black and where there is a supportive

and homogenous environment have betÈer self-concepts

and higher self-esteem (Gibbs, 1990; Powell & Fu11er,

1970, cited in Phinney, Lochner & Murphy, 1990). In the

mid-sixÈies, researchers found more evidence of a link

between ethnic identity and self-esteem in school

36
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children. Georgeoff (L967, , Roth (1969), and Ï{ard and

Braun (L972) found that the introduction of Black

studies classes resulted in an i.ncrease in racial

pride, which in turn was found to directly result in an

increase in positive self-concept. Other studies have

shown that simply acceptance of onefs ethnic

background, and freedom to express oners culture

without being exposed to derogatory comparisons with

the majority, are conducive to the maintenance of self-

esteem (Rorrner, 1981; Tajfel, 1978; I{yche & Rotheram-

Borus, 1990). Furthermore, some researchers have

posited that the emergence of "B1ack pride" in response

to racism and discrimination in North Àmerica has

fostered increased ethnic self-acceptance and has in

turn created more positive self-concepts within the

Black community (e.9., .fones I L9791 . Phinney, Lochner

and Murphy (1990) state that those persons:

who do not e>çIore and take a stand on issues

regarding their status as minority group members,

37
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nor develop a secure ethnic identity with which to

obtain meaning and self-direction in an ethnically

heterogenous society, may be at risk for poor

self-concept. (p. 54)

Fina1ly, Proshansky and Newton (1968) point out that:

negative self-identity is frequently rooted in

negative group identification. From this

assumption, we would e>cpect the converse to

follow: that positive self-identity is dependent

on positive group identification personal or

self-pride is essentially the e>çression of group

pride such group pride or belongingness is

essential for individual growth and satísfaction.

(p. 2L3'l.

When subjects studied were non-visible minority

immigrants, or members of other cultural minorities

similar results linking ethnic/cultura1 identity and

self-esteem have been found. Rosenberg (1976) examined

the self-esteem and self-acceptance of various cultural
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group members, and compared these measures with each

grouprs sociaL class ranking. Àlthough he found that

self-acceptance was not related to the social prestige

of one's ethnic group, it was concluded that national

origin is associated with self-estee¡n. Here, different

values and lifestyles, which either foster or hinder

ethnic identification, were suggested as Èhe specific

factors affecting self-esteem. Driedger (L976, L978,

studied the ethnic identification of university

students of British, French, German, Ukranian, Jewish,

Polish or Scandinavian origin living in Winnipeg. He

found that those groups who e>çressed strong positive

identification and e>çressed pride and a wish to

maintain their cultural background (the French and

.Iewish groups) did not feel inferior and showed little

denial about their heritage. Those subjects who did not

identify with their cultural group and who tended to

deny Èheir ethnic background (the Polish, Ukranian, and

German groups) were found to have feelings of
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inferiority and to feel less posítively about

themselves. From these result.s it can be inferred that

individuals accepting their ethno-cultural background

revealed high self-esteetn, while those rejectíng their

ethno-cultura1 background showed indications of low

self-estee¡n. Further, Rovner (1981) points out that if

ethno-cultural minority group members are living in

ttdissonant contexts," where others are nonsupportive of

e>çressions of group pride and where ethnocultural

features are minimized, then these persons may be at

risk for Iow self-esteem. Àlso, other researchers have

found that a¡nong minority members, a strong

identification with ethnic customs is positively and

directly related to better self-concepts (Àkoodie,

1984r, and that a lack of identificaÈion with one's

cuLtural heritage and cultural leaders can result in an

absence of self-esÈeem (Lipton, 1963). Finally, in

reviewing a number of studies whích have examined t'he

relationship between culture or ethnicity and the self-
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concept, Burns (1979) concludes that, rfmany of the

pieces of research suggest impliciÈly that minoriÈy

groups which attempt to maintain cultural solidarÍty

and inÈegrity are better able to maintain self-esteem'l

(p. 256') .

Ethnic/Cultura1 Identity and Àcademic Àchievement

Researchers have found that sÈudents' attitudes

toward their own ethnicity affects school performance.

Research done by Phinney (L9921, for example, has

revealed that there is a significant positive

corelation between school performance and ethnic

identity. She found that Àmerican high school students

who reported higher average grades also had higher

ethnic identity scores. Verma and Bagley (1975)

reviewed the existing literature and point out that the

vast majority of studies show that Black student's

t1picalIy score significantly lower on standardized

tests than their White counterparts. The suggested

reasons for this finding have been many and often
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controversial, however, low self-esteem due to

discrimination and self rejection has been one reason

often posíted. Brown (1967) found that Black school

children who have low self-esteem and a negative self-

image are also more likely to perceive that their

teachers are biased against them because of their skin

color. Furthermore, similar research by Davidson and

Lang (196?) has revealed that, there is a significant

correlatíon between students who believe that their

teachers hold positive perceptions about them and those

students with better academic achievement and better

classroom behavior. Several studies have also found

that Black subjects who are alienaÈed from their

culture and have negative cultural self-identities as a

consequence, are more likely to have lower levels of

educational achíevement (e. g. , I'fiddleton, 1963;

Blackwe1l & Hart, L982, . Similar1y, Deutch (1960)

reported that Negro children who have lower self-esteem

and poor self-concepts regarding their ethnic
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background score lower in academic performance comPared

to their white classmates. west Indian school- children

in London were assessed by Bagley and coard (1975) for

their degree of ethnic identification. They found that

a significant number of these children e>çressed a

strong rejecÈíon of their ethniciÈy and cultural-

background. Furthermore, the researchers' results

revealed a significant correlation between Poor ethnic

identification and disorderly behavior in the

classroom, as well as a comelation between poorer

academic performance and rejection of ethnic identity'

Ithasalsobeenfoundthatthe]-ossoftraditional

cultural notms a¡nong Mexican American student's leads to

decreases in academic achievement (Cordova , L97o,) ,

while Mexican Àmerican adolescents who continue on to

college have been found to be more identified with and

accepting of their heritage and therefore to have a

secure ethnic,/cultural identity (Buriel, 1984) .

Similarly, Neilsen and Fernandez (1981) found that the

43
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implementation of Spanish usage classes and a

conseguent increase in cultural identification resulted

in higher achievement aspirations' and higher

achievement leveLs in mathematics and vocabulary

cfasses. Final1y, Shamai (1992) examined the

educational achievement levels of ethnic students in

Canada between the years of 1941 to 1981 ' and found

thatJewishandAsianstudentsconsistentlymaintained

higherlevelsofschoolperformance.Thesestudents

were also e>q>osed to strong cultural backgrounds and

were able to maintain cultural morals and strong ethnic

self-identities .

Hvpotheses

Forthisstudytheindependentvariablesunder

investigation are ethnic/cultural identity and

generation in Canada. The two dependenÈ variables

studied are self-esteem and academic achievement (using

perceived grade point average and an academic self-

concept measure).
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Past research has revealed that individuals who

report acceptance of and pride in their ethno-cultura1

heritage show high self-esteem (e.9., Phinney, 1992) .

This is true of Indian tribal populations (Lefley,

L982,' Trimble, 1975), visible minority populations

(e.g., Rice, Ruiz & Padilla, L976,' Ward & Braun, L972;

I{yche & Rotheram-Borus, 1990), and also for non-visible

minority (or White) populations (e.g., Akoodie, L984;

Burns , L979; Driedger, L976, 1978). The vast majority

of this research (exctuding Phinney, L992) has not

directly compared ethnic/cultural identity and self-

esteem measures, although it is suggestive of an

association between them. ÀJ-so/ very few of these

studies have used a distinctly mulÈicultural university

population. The present study hopes Èo replicate

results of a positíve corelation between

ethnic/cultural identity and self-esteem reported by

Phinney (L992) so that such findings can be extended to

a Canadian sample. The literature examined for this

45
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study also reveals that there is generally a decrease

in the salience¡ o! importance, of ethnic/cultural

identity with the succession of generations. It is thus

predicted that the effect of ethnic/cu1tural identity

on self-esÈeem will be conditional on the generational

status of the subjects. Therefore, it is hlpothesized

that: 1. For first generational members, high

(positive) ethnic/cu1tural identity will be associated

with higher self-esteem than low (negative)

ethnic/cuttural identíty regardless of self-

classification of ethno-cultural background. It is also

hlpothesized that: These expected differences in self-

esteem will get smaller as generaÈional membership

status increases.

Studies on racial discrimination toward Blacks

have found that a poor attitude about being Black may

be a conseguence of discrimination. Subjects with such

attitudes have also been found to perform more poorly

in school than their glhite counterparts (e.9., Bagley &
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Coard, L975; Blackwell & Hart, L982; Deutch, L96O;

Verma & Bagley, 1975). Similar results have been found

for Mexican Àmerican subjects (Neilsen & Fernandez,

1987). Àlso Shamai (1981) reported that Canadian school

students with consistently better academic performances

came from backgrounds where maintenance of cultural

traditions was also strong. Finally, Phinney (L9921

reported a significant positive correlation between

school grades and ethnic identity among high school

sÈudents in Èhe United States. This evidence points to

a link between ethnic/cultural identity and academic

achievement, buÈ most of these studies have not

directly measured these two variables, nor have they

used universi ty populat.ions . Phinney I s ( 1992 ) resul Ès

of a positive correlation between ethnic/cultural

identity and academic achievement are e>çected to be

replicated in this study using a Canadian college

population. Às revealed by the literature reviewed,

there is a decrease in the saliencer o! importance, of

47
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ethnic/cultural identity with the succession of

generations. So, it is e>çected that the effect of

eÈhnic,/cuLtural identity on academic achievement will

be conditional on the generational status of the

subjects. Therefore, it is hlpothesized that: 2. For

first generational members, high (positive)

ethnic,/cuLtural identity wítl be associated with higher

academic achievement than low (neqative)

ethnic,/cu1tural identity regardless of self-

classification of ethno-cultural background. It i-s also

hlpothesized that: These e in

academic achievement will get smalLer as generat.ional

membership sÈatus increases.

Method

Part,icipants

For the study 414 participants were recruited from

the University of Manitoba fntroductory Psycholog¡¡

subject pool. The use of university students for

studies of ethnic identÍty has been supported by a
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number of researchers (Edwards & Doucette, 1987,. Mackie

Brinkerhoff , 1984 , 1988 ; Wunthrow, 197 6't . I t is

generally believed that such participants will be

better educated and more socially aware of j-ssues

related to culture and ethnicity.

Materials

A booklet consisting of a brief demographic

quest,ionnaire, a modified version of the Multigroup

Measure of Ethnic ldentity (MEIM), the Rosenberg Self-

Esteem Scale and the Academic Self-concept Scale (ÀSCS)

was administered to each participant (see Append5_x A).

The questionnaire used was appropriate for all

participants regardless of specific ethno-cultural

background. IEM answer sheet.s were used for recording

responses to the scales.

Demographic guestionnaire. This set of questions

was developed by the researcher to obÈain parÈicipant

information needed for the study. Specifically,

perceived GPÀ and generational (immigrant) status were
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assessed. To assess acade¡nÍc achievement level,

parÈicipants were asked to indicate the perceived grade

point average that they received in their previous year

of university study. First,-year university students

were asked to indicate their Grade L2 average.

Generational status was classified in terms of (a)

first generation (immigrant) status, (b) second

generation status, and (c) third and later generation

status. New immigrants are those participants who

indicate that they have been in Canada for five years

or under; second generatíon participants are Canadian-

born students whose parents immigrated to Canada; third

generation participants are Canadian-born students

whose grandparents immigrated to Canada; etc.

Ethnic/cuLtural self-identification measure :

Multiqroup Measure of Ethnic ldentity - MEIM (Phinney,

L992'l. Questions 1 to 20 of the questionnaire booklet

consist, of the MEIM with a modified version of the

instructions. This scale was developed for the study of
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ethnic identity. It is a measure of positive ethnic

identity based on items which are applicable to all

ethnic groups and cultural backgrounds. This

questionnaire is such that, all individuals regardless

of specific ethno-cultural background could

participate. Participants who felt that they were not

strongly identified with any one particular ethno-

cultural background were able to compJ-ete the

questionnaire by choosing the background which they

fe1t, to be most personally relevant. Specific ethno-

cultural background was solicited in the opening part

of this questionnaire. The MEIM contains 20 guestj.ons

which are answered on a 4-point likert-t1pe scale. The

scale can be divided into three subscales. One final

score (from 20 to 80) is derived by summing across

items. The MEIM scores were categorized into highs and

lows because the majority of the literature reviewed,

as well as the hlpotheses of the study, restrict their

inquiry to the differences in seLf-esteem and academic
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Ievels between individuals with high versus 1ow

ethnic/cultural identity. The upper half of scores (S1

to 80) indicate high acceptance of ethniciÈy and define

positive ethnic/cultural identity. The lower half of

scores (2O to 50) indicate Iow acceptance of ethnicity

(denial) and define negat,ive ethnic/cultural identity.

Reliability coefficients for the MEIM have been found

to be fairly high. Reliability was established at 0.81

using a high school sample and at 0.90 using a college

sample (Phinney, L9921 . This scale is particularly

suited for the present study because its development

has been "based on the elements of ethnic identity that

are common across groupsr so that iÈ can be used with

all ethnic groupsf' (Phinney, L992, p. 156).

General self-esteem measure: Rosenberg Self-Esteem

Sca1e (Rosenberg, 1965). Questions 2L to 30 of the

questionnaire booklet make up the Rosenberg Self-Esteem

Scale. This scale j-s a simple and widely used measure

of general self-esteem. The scale consists of 10
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questi-ons which are answered on a 4-point Likert-t1pe

scale. À final score (from 10 to 40) is obtained by

summing across items. The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Sca1e

has esÈabl-ished reLiability and validity. Reynolds,

Ramirez, Magrina and ALl-en (1980) found it to have an

internal consistency reliability of O.82, and Reynolds

(1988) reported an internal consistencq¡ reliability of

0.82. Test-retest reliability using a 2-week time

period was found to be 0.85 (Silber & Tippett, 1965).

Convergent validity between the Rosenberg Self-Esteem

Scale and other measures of general self-concept has

ranged from 0.56 to 0.83 (Silber e Tippett, 1965).

Academic achievement measure: Àcademic SeIf-

Concept Scale - ÀSCS (Reynolds, 1988). In addition to

perceived GPA, the ASCS was used as a second measure of

academic achievement. The ÀSCS is contained in

questions 31 to 70 in the questionnaire booklet. The

ASCS scores were used in order to measure academic

achievement based on subjective self-raÈings of how
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well participants believe they can perform academically

(as contrasted with participants perceptions of the

assigned and objective GPÀ). This inventory was used in

order to provide information regardS-ng participants r

perceived ability to successfully perform academically.

The Àscs scores in addition to the perceived GpA shourd

give an indication of the participants I overall

academic achievement. The ÀSCS was designed by Reynolds

(1988) to provide information about participants'

perceptions of their academic abilities. The scale

consists of 40 j-tems which are answered on a 4-point

Likert-t1pe format. The ÀSCS can be divided into seven

subscales (Reynolds, 1988). One final score (from 40 to

150) j-s obtained by summing across items.

Internal- consistencY reliability for Èhe toÈal

scale has been found to be 0.91 (Reynolds, Ramirez,

Magrina & Àl-len, 1980). In a later study of the ÀSCS,

the internal consistency reliability for the total

scale was determined aE O.92 (Reynolds, 1988). The
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subscale internal consistencl¿ reliabilities were found

to be as follows: grade and effort, 0.ZB; study

habits/organizational self-percept5-ons, O. 81 ; peer

evaluation of academic ability. 0.81; self-confidence

in academics, 0.67; satisfaction with school, O.S9;

self-doubt regarding ability, 0.81; self-evaluation

with external standards, 0.56. Reynolds (1988) also

reports that a test-retest reliability conducted with

82 subjects and a 2-week interval yielded a result of

0.88.

Convergent validity has also been established for

the ÀSCS. Reynolds et aI. (1980) found that the

correlation between the .A,SCS and student GpÀ was 0.40,

there was arso a positive correlation between the Àscs

and the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale of 0.45. A multiple

comelat,ion of the ÀSCS with GPÀ and Rosenberg Self-

Esteem scores as predictor variables resulted in a

positive coruelation of 0.64. Reynolds (1988) repeated

these convergent validity studies with a larger sample
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and found comelations of 0.53 between the ASCS and

student GPA, O.44 between the ASCS and the Rosenberg

Self-Esteem Scale, and a multiple corelation of 0.59

between the ÀSCS and GPA and Rosenberg Self-Esteem

scores. Reynolds (1988) also gives evidence of

discriminant validity for the ÀSCS with a 1ow

corelation of O,L7 between the A,SCS and Marlowe-Crowne

Social Desirability Scale scores.

Procedure

Participants recruited from the University of

Manitoba Introductory Psychologfy subject pool were

asked to complete a booklet comprised of the scales

discussed above. Participants were ensured of

confidentiality and were asked not to put any

identifying information on the bookl_et. participanÈs

were informed that they courd choose not to ans$¡er any

question, or could choose to stop completion of Èhe

booklet should they feel uncomfortable with the

questions asked without loss of e>çerimental credit.
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Booklets were prepared in two forms in order to

randomize the order in which the scales were presented.

In one form the ethnic/cultural identity scale was

presented firsÈ, while the second form presented this

scale Last. Booklets were distributed randomly Èo the

participants. Upon completion of the questionnaire,

parÈicipants were asked to hand them in to the

e>q>erimenter present.

Data Ànalysis

The independent variabl-es for Lhis study are the

ethnic/cul-tural identity scores and the participants'

generational status. The ethnic/cultural identity was

measured by the MEIM and analyzed separately for each

self-classification of ethnic,/cultura1 background. The

generation in Canada of each participant was assessed

as part of the demographic background. The follow5.ng

Èwo dependent variables were examined as follows: (a)

self-esteem (measured by Èhe RSES) and (b) academic

achievement using both perceived GPÀ (reported j_n the
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demographic informat,ion) and academic self-concept
(measured by the ÀSCS) .

In order to te6t the hypotheses, l.{ANOVÀs were run

for each background classification containing more than

55 participants, namely Canadían, White, Àsian, and

European groupa. For each self-classified background a

2 x 3 MANOVÀ waa run using ethni c/cuJ. tural identity
(high, low) and generational sÈatus (immigrant, second

generation, third and higher generation) as independent

variabl-es. The dependent variables are self-esteem and

academíc achieve¡nenÈ (measured by perceived GpÀ and

academic self-concept) .

The main focus of the statistical anal.yses was on

the interact,ion between Èhe tv¡o independent wariables

in each MÀNOVÀ. Pearson product-moment correlaÈion

coefficients were also computed between aII Èhe

vari.ables used ín the study,
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Results

Results from 17 Black and five Hispanic students

were eliminated due to the small group numbers. A

minimum of 55 participants cLassifiable into a single

ethnic group was the pre-set cri-terion for retention.

Results from another 26 participants were eriminated

due to missing data for one or more of the five

variables, thus reducing Lhe totar sample size from 415

to 367.

Samp1e Characteristics

Ànswers to the self-reported ethnic group

membership were categorized into the following four

major ethnic groups: Canadian; I{hite; Àsian; and

European. Participants belonging to the first group

j.dentified themselves as "Canadian," and respondenÈs

belonging to the second group identified themselves as

\\White." Participant,s placed in the Asian group

responded as being trÀsian, " trFilipino, r' rfChinese, rf

rrEast-Indian, It rrVietnamese / tt or rrlaotian. f' The European
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group consists of participants who identified

themselves as ffEuropean, rr "UkrainiâD, " rrpolish, rl

trGe!'man, rf ttFrench, tt rrltalian, tt frPortuguese, tt

"Yugoslavianr rf f'Icelandic, " 'rscottish, " "Irish, tt

"Britishr" frGreekr" and "Czech." The number of

participants and the five variable means and standard

deviations for each ethnic group are presented in Table

1.

Table 2 shows the ceII sizes for the 1eve1s of

both independent variables in each group. rt should be

noted that the ceIl size distribution is 1argely

uneven. The unequal numbers are a result of the

ethnical-ly and generationally heterogenous guality of

the university sample.

Tests of the Two H!Þotheses

À11 statistical tests were run at 0.0S level of

significance. A separate I'ÍANOVÀ was run on each of the
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Table 1

Nu¡nber of Participants and Descriptive statistics of
Variables for Each Ethnic Group

Cana.li an White Agian European

Numbe¡ of

MaIes

t64

Nu¡nbe¡ of

Fema].es

203 57315362

MEIM

Scores

Y= 41 .tz

P = 9.to

M = 45.39 Y = 45.a1

SD = 8.75 SD = 8.79

E = 50.29 E = 48.eS

Ð=g.go P=9.¿e
Generation

Lewe]-

U = 2.06

Ð = t.ot
U = 2.48 U = 2.52

SD = 0.73 SD = 0.72

E= 0.61 Y= L.97

Ð=o.sg Ð=o.gs
RSES

Scoreg

M = 33.47 E = 33.43 Y = gg.ze M = 31.95 M = 34.11

Ð = 5.Ot P = 5.gS SD = 5.{6 SD = A.42 SD = 4.43

Àscs

Scorea

U=106.43 E=10¿.gg

SD = 16.94 SD = 16.80

U = 107.2t U = 102.38 M = 109.23

SD = 18.18 EP = 13.03 !P = 17. ¿g

Self-

reported

GPA

lrt = 3 .32 U = 3.27 E= 3.35 U= 3.36 !t= 3.34

Ð = 0.09 EP = O.Zt SD = 0.69 SD = 0.66 SD = 0.68
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Table 2

Number of Participants in Each Ethnic Group for the

Levels of fndependent Variables

fndependent

Va¡ial¡Ie

Whole Canadian lùhite Àsian European

Sarple Group Group Group Group

Identity Eigh 141 34 29 33 45

Low 226 85 62 23 56

Generati.onal First 119 L7 10 55 37

Status Generation

Second 17 28 23 L Zs

Generation

Third and L7L 74 58 0 39

Eigher

Generation
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five ethnic aroups to analyze the differential effects

of ethnic/cultural identity and generational status on

self-esteem and academic achievement (academic self-

concept and GPÀ) . Using Hotelling, s test, the only

significant effects were in the White group involving
(a) a significant main effect for ethníc,/cuItura1

identity (F(3,82) = 6.82, p ( 0.001), (b) a significant

main effect for generational staÈus (flrc,L621 = A.2B , p

< 0.001), and (c) a significant interaction between the

two (F(6.162) = 3.92, p = 0.001)" It should be noted

thaÈ the significant main effects found here need to be

cautiously interpreted because of the significant

interaction effect shown. Only data from the White

group were analysed further.

Hlpothesis 1: Se1f-Esteem

Follow-up Àl{OVÀs for White self-esteem scores

revealed significant main effects involving

ethnic/cultural identity (E(1, 84) = 9.60, p = O.OO3),
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generation (Ee,84l : 6.46, p = 0.OO2l , and interaction

(8e,84) : 8.83, p < 0.001). The 9Íhite group self-

esteem means for the leveIs of each independent

variable are shown in Table 3.

Given the interaction effect found in the overal-I

!4ANOVÀ for the White group, additional ÀNOVÀs on White

group self-esteem scores were run isolati-ng each 1evel

of each independent variable. Only the ANOVA isolating

high MEIM scores showed Èhat the self-esteem means were

significantly different (F (2 ,26, = 4 .2'7 , p = 0.025) .

See Figure 1. A Tukey post-hoc analysis on the high

self-estee¡n means (Tab1e 4) revealed that the first

generation mean was significantly different from the

third generation. The second generation mean feI1

between the two other means and was not significantly

different from either of these means.
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Table 3

Means and standard Deviations of serf-esteem scores for

the Leve1s of the Independent Variables for Each Ethnic

Group

Independent

Varia-ble

Q:n¿rli ¿¡1

Group

I{Lite

Group

Àsi¡n

Group

Eu-ropean

Group
Identity High E = 32.ee

SD = 5.70

E = 28.68

SD = 5.46

Y = 31.09

P = 3.e4

! = 33.e¿

Ð = 4.34

E = 34.e2

SD = 4.00

X = 33.92

P = 6.tg

V = 32.79

SD = 4.52

Y = 34.1¿

Ð = 4.go

Generation:l

Status

First

Generation

Y= 32.1¿ ! = 3t.90

SD = 5.32 SD = 7.67

Y=32.29 U=3g.so
SD = 4.61 SD = 3.71

Second

Generation

E=34.t2 Y=32.et

P=5.0t Ð=5.e2

M = 31.59 M = 34.0?

SD = 4.01 SD = 4.22
lÍhird and

Higher

Generation

U=3¿.0¿ Y=3¿.¿o

SD = 5.50 SD = 4.98

Y = 34.90

SD = 4.77

*

* The Agian group did not contain any participants in the tl¡ird

and higher generation
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Figrure 1
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Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations of White Group Self-
Esteem Scores for Each Level of Ethnic/Cultura.l_

Identity and Generation

Independent

Va¡iables

1et Gene¡ation 2nd Generation 3rd and higher

Generation

High MEIM E = 26.9s

SD = 12.34

U = 3t.oo

SD = 7.39

E = 35.ss

SD = 4.01

Low MEIM U = 34.29

SD = 3.90

U = 34.2L

SD = 5.27

Y = 33.es

Ð = S.gs
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The remaining follow up ÀlitovÀs run after isolating
the low MErM scores or each rever of generatÍon (Table
4'l did not yield significant differences (arr p, s less
than 0.05) .

Hl¡pothesis 2 : Àcademic Àchievement

Follow-up ÀNOVÀ, s for White ÀSCS scores and

perceived GPA reveared no significant main effects or

significant interaction. The means of the Àscs scores

(Table 5) but not perceived reported GpA (Table 6) for
high and low eLhnic/cultural identity fe1l in the

e>çected direction (i.e., the mean Àscs score is higher

for participants with high eÈhnic/cultural identity

than for participants wiÈh row ethnic/curtural identity

for each ethnic group). However, this is not
j-nterpreted as being a trend of direction since results
were not significant or close to significance.
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Table 5

Means and standard Deviations of Àscs scores for the

Levers of the rndependent variabres for Each Ethnic

Group

Independent

Varial'Ie

Ç¡n¿¡li ¿¡1

Group

Tú¡-ite

Grol4)

Àgj-¡n Group European

Group
Identit¡r High U = 103.93 y = 106.63

Ð = 17.2e SD = 19.20

S= 99.L4 X=1o8.st
sD=15.96 Ð=L7.22

E=108.69 U=112.99

SD = 15.77 SD = 15.48

Y=105.t9 E=109.74

P= 9.56 P=17.¿g

@nerat1on:'l

Status

First

Generation

E = tOe. ¿e U = 112. Se

SD = 15.48 SD = 16.92

Y=102.67 E=111.64

SD = 10.33 SD = L7.62

Second

Generation
U=106.50 y=109.41

SD = 18.15 SD = 18.00

U=tot.Sg U=110.46
SD = 14.73 SD = 15.82

fLird and

Higher

Ge¡eration

E = 105.97 ! = 107.48

Ð=17.00 P=18.9¿

U = toz. ee

SD = 18.75

* The Àeian group did not contain any participanta in the third

and higher generation category
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Tab]e 6

of GpÀ scores for Lhe

Levels of the rndependent varíables for Each Ethnic

Group

70

fndependent

Va¡iaJ¡Ie

Q:n¿rli ¿¡1

Group

l{b.ite

Group

Àsian croup Europeal

croup
fdentity High ! = 3.30 U = 3.33 E = 3.24

SD = 0.73sD=0.75 Ð=o.Sg
U = 3.27

SD = 0.70

E = 3.og U = 2.95

SD = 0.58 SD = 0.88

U= 3.44 U= 3.47

SD = 0. 61 SD = 0.68

Generation¡l

Status

Fi-rst

Generation
E = 2.94

SD = 0.64

E = 2.73 [rt = 3.31 ]rt = 3.47

SD = 1.00 SD = 0.22 SD = 0.62

Second

G€neration
U = 3.39 U = 3.28 !l = 3.37 }l = 3.39

P = O.St SD = 0.54 SD = 0.64 P = o.zs
ELird ¡nd

Higher

Generation

!.t = 3 .23 }l = 3.40 U = 3.2L

SD = 0.72P=0.2e Ð=0.e9

* The Àsian group did not contain any participants in the third
and higher generation category
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Intercorrelations of Dependent Variables

fntercorrelations among the dependent variables

were computed using Pearson product-moment, correl-ation

coefficients. These results reveal some support for the

literature on the relationshíp between sel-f-esteem and

academic achievement. For each group scores from Èhe

À,SCS were significantly and positively comelated with

self-estee¡n scores (Table 7l. Àlso as expected from the

literature, the ASCS scores were significantly and

positively comelated with the GPAs for al-I buÈ the

Asian group (see Table 7',. There were no significant

correlat,ions between self-esteem and reported GPÀs.

Discussion

In this study, results did not support the two

hlpotheses. Àlthough non-White self-esÈeem scores were

higher for participants with high ethnic/cultural

ident.ity and the scores from the ÀSCS were higher for
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Table 7

Intercorrelations of Dependent, Variables For Each

Ethnic Group

Canadian I{hite Agian European

Group Group Group Group

RSES ÀSCS RSES ÀSCS RSES ÀSCS RSES ASCS

GPA

r = 0.005 0.195 0.160 O.257 0.029 0.012 0.063 0.200

p = 0.953 0.035 0.130 0.014 0.831 0.596 0.053 0.003

Àscs

g = 0. ¿88 0.369 0.303 0.395

p < 0.001 0.001 0.025 0.001
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all participants with high ethnic/cultural identity

than for participants with low ethnic/cultural

identity, these results did not approach significance

and, therefore, cannot be interpreted as support, for

the hlpotheses. In fact, the White self-estee¡n scores

were lower for participants with high ethnic,/cultural

identity Èhan for participants with 1ow ethnic/cultural

identity with self-esteem increasing for each

subsequent generation (the reverse of hlpothesis 1).

Finally, results relevant to the second hlpothesis on

generational status for non-Whites did not follow any

general pattern, and so were inconclusive at best.

Significant Findings

The results that did reach statistical

significance see¡n puzzling because they reveal a

pattern which is cont,rary to what was e>q>ected for

self-esteem according to the first h1'¡pothesis. For the
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I{hite group self-esteem was signÍficantly higher for

participants with low ethnic/culturat identity than for

participants with high ethnic/cu1tural identity. AIso,

contrary to the hlpothesis, participanÈs in this group

who belonged to the third generation scored

significantly higher on self-esteem than participants

belonging to Èhe second generation, who in turn had

significantly higher self-estee¡n scores than first

generation participants. Further analyses revealed that

these significant effects were more strongly due to

scores from the I{hiÈe group members with high

ethnic/cultural identity scores.

These results may be interpreted in two ways. For

both e>çlanations, it should be noted that these

results were found for a group of participants who

identified themselves simply as 'rWhite.', Such a self-

label involves the absence of reference to any specific

ethno-cultural background; it is a self-label according

to physical appearance. This labe1 may also imply a
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rejection and denial,

heriÈage.

to some extent, of one' s ethnic

The first interpretation posits that a higher

score on the ethníc/cuLtural identity measure (i.e., a

stronger identification wiÈh being \\White,,) may

indicate a stronger leve1 of denial and rejection of

their ethno-cultural background than a lower score.

Thus it follows that part,icipants with a higher level

of identification to the White group (and therefore

more rejection of their ethno-cultural background)

would have lower self-estee¡n, because they would be

more completely separating themselves from their roots.

Similarly, in terms of the generational findings for

the llhiÈe group, one would e>çect a greater level of

ethno-cultura1 background denial to be associated with

the first generat,ion, less for Èhe second generation,

and the least for third generation participants. This

first, e>q>lanation of results suggests that since all

first generation Canadians are chil-dren of immigrants
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and thus are more likely to be e>çosed to the language

and curture of their origin, their sel-f-identificaÈion
as rrT¡¡fhitefr likely indicates more active rejection or

denial of their ethno-cultural background. Às the

generational level increases, the e><posure to and the

retention of their original language and culture

becomes progressively less. Consequently, higher
rrwhite" identification for earlier generations may

reflect that they are trying harder to fit in with the

new culture- This need to adapt Èo the host country

decreases as generations increase. Therefore, their
serf-esteem would increase as time makes the need to
fit in, at the e>çense of Èhe culture of origin,
decrease.

The second e>çlanation of these results suggests

Èhat these participants are undergoing the process of
acculturati.on, and the resul-ts refl-ect how well they

are becoming i-ntegrated. persons who are integrating
into a new society t,ry to both maintain their culture

76
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of origin and adopt the cutture of the dominant

majority (Berry & Kim, 1988), and have been found to

generally possess better mental health than non-

integrating individuals (Berry & Kim, 1988; Berrry,

T{introb, Sindell & Mawhinney, 1981; phinney, Lochner &

Murphy, 1990). It is suggested that participant,s

identifying themselves as rfWhite[ may be less

integrated into the "Canadianfr culture by denying their

identification with Canada. Therefore, the weaker their

identification with rrT,¡fhiterr culture, the stronger their

identification with Canadian culturer so they would

exhibit greater self-esteem. If this is the case, then

the generational findings can be e>çlained as

indicative of increasing integration as generations

progress. Thus, according to this second e>q>lanation,

it would be e>cpected for self-esteem to increase as

participants become more integrated into Canadian

culture
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Àdditional Findings

Results from the pearson product-moment

comelat,ion coefficients strengthen the existing body

of research on self-esteem and academic achievement.

Consistent with previous findings, this study shows

that the two are positively correlated. Àlso in

accordance with published findings, scores from the

Ascs were positively correrated with GpÀ scores for all
groups except the Asian group. The lack of a

significant result for the Àsian group may be rerated

to this group, s particularly high e>çectations for

academic success. Generally, then, these results ser-\.re

to strengthen the existing body of research on the

interrerationshíps between self-esteem and academic

achievement. Furthermore, this study has e>çanded the

existing research to include the rel-ationship of Èhese

two variables to ethnic,/cuIÈural identity and

generational status.
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Limitations of the Study

The first limitaÈion of this study is that

sampling from the Faculty of Àrts (specifically the

Undergraduate Psychologry subject pool) rnay have

contributed to the limíted nr¡¡nber of visible minority

(particularly Asian) students. This is primarily due to

the fact that a greater number of Asian studenÈs are

enrolled in areas such as the Facul-ties of Science and

Engineering. Second, Èhe cut-off criteria used to

determine high and low ethnic,/cultura1 identity (using

the upper half and the lower half of scores) may also

have contributed to the lack of significant findings.

Scores falling in the middle range were not eliminated

or examined separately, and may have thus obscured the

effects of the more extreme high and Iow

ethnic/cultural identity scores. In addition, the

diversity of participants resulted in relatively small

and uneven group samples. I{hile the minimum number of

participants in each background group (fifty-five) may
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have been sufficient, the generational membership for

each group was found to be uneven. For example, the

canadian group consisted largely of second and third
generation participants, whereas the European group

consisted largely of first and second generation

participants. These small samples and uneven

distributions probably contributed to a lack of more

significant results. Àlso, while the MEIM is a

particularly useful inst,rument for use with ethnically

dÍverse populations, and has impressive reliabitity and

validíty support, it is stil1 a relatively new

instrument. unfortunately, similar Èests which can be

used across groups are, to the researcher, s knowledge,

not in existence. Às weIl, this study did not measure

the existing l-evel of acculturation of the participants

or how adjusted and content the participant.s are with

Èheir lives in canada. rnformation of this nature may

provide some insight into the lack of significant

findings in the present study. Finally, the population
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sampled for this study was restri_cted to a university

setting, which is a highly select population.

Future Research Suggestions

This study has illuminated a number of ways in

which future research in this area may be improved.

First, larger and more evenly matched ethnic groups

should be used both in the universiÈy seÈting and

across other populations. This will allow for more

conclusive answers which rnay be generalized to the

entire population of Canadians. Second1y, the result.s

from the self-identified \White" group point to the

need for a clarification on wheÈher such participants

are rejecting their background of origin, becoming more

integrated to the host country, ot a combination of

both. Such investigations would also provide insight

into the process of acculturation and the ramifications

of self-identification which does not include ethno-

cuLtural references. À1so, future research might

clarify the relationship of generationaL status to the
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findings if information is analyzed from generations

across families. past research has successfurly

involved testing immigrants, their children, and their
grandchildren. similar resêarch using the MErM and

measures of self-esteem and academic achievement would

be a useful extension and clarification of the present

study. Final-Iy clarifi-catÍon and extension of this
study may involve the use of established instruments

other than the ones used here to measure the Èested

variables.

ContrÍbutions of the Study

overalI, the results from this study raise more

questions than ansv¡ers. The 1ack of findings

ilrustrates the need for clarification regarding the

belief that there is a relationship between

ethnic/culturaÌ identity, self-esteem and academic

achievement. Nonetheless, this study does not discredit
the notion that the psychological wel_fare and

educationar enrichment of individuars would be well
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served by a system that a110ws and nurtures the

development of positive ethno-cultural identification.
This research also points to further examination of the

bel-ief that new immigrants, their children, and future
generations should be aided in their attempts to find a

compromise between their culture of origin and their
adopted cul-ture by creating a balance that incrudes a
nurturance of both curtures and avoids a rejecÈion of
ethno-cul tural background.

Furthermore, ethnic/cultural identification is
believed to be especially important for persons living
in multiethnic societies such as canada (Àkoodie,

1984). rn recognition of this, the canadian government

has implemented the "poricy of multiculturarism within
a bilingual framework." The rationale behind the

implementation of the poricy was e>çlained by pieme

Trudeau as follows:

the poricy of multiculturalism within a bilingual
framework commends itself to the Government of
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canada as the mosÈ suitabLe means of assuring the

curtural freedom of canadians. National unity, if
it. is to mean anything in the deeply personal

sense, must be founded on confidence in one's owr¡

individual identity; out of this can grow respect

for thaÈ of others and a willingness to share

ideas, attitudes and assumpt,ions. (prime

Minister's statement, House of commons, october,

1971, p. 2, cited in Verma & Bagley , Lgg2l .

Finally, recent evidence suggests that the spirit
behind the polic{¡ of multiculturalism continues to
persist to date and have imprications for the present

residents of Canada. Àccording to Burnet (19g7), ethnic
self-identification is strongly prevalent and therefore
the multicultural structure of Canadian society ffis no

myth" (p. 7ol . rn addition, Hilrer states that ,,much of
the dynamic of Canadian society has its origin in
ethnic differences anong Èhe population,' (p. 163). In a

study designed to examj_ne the patterns of ethnic

84
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identification in I{estern Canada, Driedger, Thacker and

Currie (L982) found results which indicated that, "the
rethnj-c' category is still a very important preference

for self-identification and identification of others in

Winnipeg and Edmontonrf (p. 66). Finally, results from

the recent Statistics Canada census of 1991 revealed

that Manitoba is Canada's most ethnically heterogenous

provJ-nce, and is so by a margin of 16 percent over the

national average (Wild, 1993). Thus, it can be

concluded that an examination of how the guality of

oners ethnic/cultural identity affecÈs other aspects of

onefs psychological and general well-being such as

self-esteem and academic achievement is a relevant and

important investigation for Canada as a whole, and

specifically for the province of Manitoba.
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Àppendix À

Prease answer the folrowing background information

questions:

A'ge:

Sex: Male Female

Present year of university enrollment:

Most recent Grade Point Àverage (GpÀ):

rf this is your first year of university enrollment

what was your Grade t2 GpA (percentage or retter
grade) :

Place of Birth:

Country

City,/Town

Citizenshíp(s):

Length of time you have lived:

5-n I{innipeg

in Canada

outside of Canada
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rf you are residing in canada for study/work purposes

please indicate which is applicable to you:

I plan to go back to rny country of origin upon

completion of my studies.

f plan to go to another country to study or work.

I plan to stay in Canada. If you pJ-an to stay in
Canada, what are some of your reasons for this
decision:

Pl-ease j-ndicate your:

Father's country of birth:

Mother's countrlr of birth:

Paternal_ Grandfather's country of birth:
Paternal Grandmother's country of birth:
Maternal Grandfather's countrY of birth:
I'faternal Grandmother's country of birth:

Have you ever visited your land of origin ?

yes _
No
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Father's religion:

Mother's religion:

Your religion:

In this country, people come from many different
cultures, and there are many different words to

describe the different backgrounds or ethnic groups

that people come from. some examples of the na¡nes of
ethnic groups are Mexican-Canadian, Hispanic, Black,

Àsian-Canadian, Native Indian, Anglo-Canadian, and

lfhite. Every person is born into an ethnic group; or

sometimes two or more groups, but people differ on how

important their ethnicity is to them, how they feel

about it, and how much their behavior is affected by

it. The foll-owing questions are about your ethnicity or

your ethnic group and how you feer about it or react to

it.

ff you come from a single ethno-cultural

backgroundrplease indicate which one here:
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If you come from a mixed ethno-cultura1

background,please indicate each of them here:

(a) If you identify yourself strongly wiÈh only

one of Èhese backgrounds, please indicate which

one here:

(b) If you do NOT ident.ify yourself strongly with

any single eÈhno-cultural background, please indicate

which background you feel is most personarly relevant

for you:
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Use the numbers given below to indicate how much you

agree or disagree with each statement. Fill in the

comesponding response on the fEM sheet:

1 = Strongly Disagree

2 = Somewhat Di-sagree

3 = Somewhat Àgree

4 = Strongly Àgree

1. I have spenÈ time trying to find out more abouÈ my

own ethnic group, such as its histoty/ traditions, and

customs.

2. I am active in organizations or social groups that

include mostly members of my own ethnic group.

3. I have a cfear sense of my ethnic background and

what it means for me.

4. I like meeting and getting to know people from

ethnic groups other than my own.

5. I think a Iot about how my life will be affected by

my ethnic group membership.

6. I am happy that I am a member of the group I belong
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to.

7. r sometimes feer it would be better if different
ethnic groups didn't try to mix together.

8. r am not very crear about the rore of my ethn5-city

in my life.

9. r often spend time with people from ethnic groups

other than my own.

10. r really have not spent much time trying to learn

more about the culture and history of my ethnic group.

11. r have a st,rong sense of beLonging to my own ethnic
group.

L2. I understand pretty wel1 what my ethnic group

membership means to me, in terms of how to relate to my

own group and other groups.

13. rn order to learn more about my ethnic background,

r have often talked to other people about my ethnic
group.

14. r have a lot of pride in my ethnic group and its
accomplishments .
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15. I don't try to become friends with people from

other ethnic groups.

16. f participate in cultural practices of my own

group, such as special food, music, or customs.

L7 - r am involved in activities with people from other

ethníc groups.

18. I feel a strong attachment towards my own ethnic

group.

19. I enjoy being around people from ethnic airoups

oÈher than my own.

20. r feel good about my cultural or ethnic background.

2!. f feel that, I am a person of worth at least on an

equal plane with others.

22. f feel that I have a number of good gualities.

23. À11 in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a

failure.

24. I am able to do things as well as most other

people.

25. I feel f do not have much to be proud of.
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26. I take a positive attitude toward nqrself.

27. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.

28. I wish I could have more respect for myself.

29. I certainly feel useless at times.

30. At times I think I am no good at all.

31. Being a student is a very rewarding e>q>erience.

32. If I try hard enough, I will be able to get good

grades.

33 Most of the time my efforts in school are rewarded.

34. No matter how hard I try I don'L do well in school.

35. I often expect to do poorly on exa¡ns.

36. All in all, I feel I am a capable student.

37. I do well in my courses given the amount of time I

dedicate to studying.

38. I'f!f parents are not satisfied with my grades in

college.

39. Others view me as intelligent.

40. Most courses are very easy for me.

4L. I sometimes feel- like dropping ouÈ of school.
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42. Most of my crassmates do better in schoor than r

do.

43. Most of my instructors think r am a good student.

44. Àt times f feel college is Èoo difficul_t for me.

45. À11 in all, I am proud of my grades in college.

46. Most of the time while taking a test I feel

confident.

47. I feel capable of helping others with their

classwork.

48. I feel teachersr standards are too high for me.

49. It's hard for me to keep up with my classwork.

50. r am satisfied with the cl-ass assignments that r

turn in.

51. Àt times I feel l_ike a fai.Iure.

52. f feel I don't, study enough before a test.

53. Most exa¡ns are easy for me.

54. I have doubts that I will do well in my major.

55. For me, studying hard pays off.

56. I have a hard time getting through school.
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57. I am good at scheduling my study time.

58. I have a fairly clear sense of my academic goals.

59. f'd like to be a much better student than I am now.

60. I often get discouraged about school.

61. f enjoy doing my schoolwork.

62. I consider myself a very good student.

63. I usually get the grades I deserve in my courses.

64. I do noÈ study as much as I should.

65. I usually feel on Èop of my work by finals week.

66. Others consider me a good student.

67. I feel that I am better than the average college

student,.

68. In mosÈ of the course, I feel that my classmates

are bet.ter prepared than I am.

69. I feel that I don't have the necessaly abiLities

for certain courses in my major.

70. I have poor study habits.


